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Description

Alpha health Group Careers
Alpha health Group Careers is a retail service provider in Dubai that is prepared to invest a lot of effort
in the right candidate. If you are a newcomer or seasoned professional and think you have what it
takes to complete the fundamental jobs offered, be sure to put together a strong CV and apply today!

A strong CV might improve your chances of landing a job in Dubai. Prepare a great CV by doing your
study. If you do not have a CV, you may obtain one by clicking on the following link.

Dubai CV: Click here to download a CV for Dubai Jobs

Walk-in interviews: Check the latest walk-in interviews jobs in Dubai

Jobs Details: Alpha health Group Careers

 Hospital Name Alpha health Group 

 Job Location Abu Dhabi

 Nationality Any Nationalities

 Education Equivalent degree/diploma holders

 Experience Mandatory

 Salary Discuss during an interview

 Benefits As per UAE labor law

 Last Updated on 5 March 2023

Alpha health Group Careers
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Alpha health Group Careers

About Alpha health Group:

A full-service healthcare management consultancy with over 15 years of expertise to help you along
the way to build your healthcare service. Alpha Group has a genuine passion and enthusiasm for what
we do, with the ability to respond and adapt swiftly to client needs.

We actively respond to every query received in a short turnaround time. Our motto is to helps facilities
and healthcare professionals identify and capitalize on new and emerging opportunities, provide
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guidance to ensure successful implementation of changes occurring in the industry, and work with
clients to develop processes that ensure fulfillment of standards.

Alpha Health group a team of healthcare professionals expertise in every nook and corners of
healthcare industry with a gain of more than 18 years of experience in the Middle East to deliver high
quality services to the healthcare industry.

We work closely with healthcare facilities, government bodies regularly, enabling you to provide the
best healthcare service effectively and reliably. Our motto is to helps healthcare facilities and
healthcare professionals to identify and capitalize on new and emerging opportunities, provide
guidance to ensure successful implementation of changes occurring in the healthcare industry and
work with clients to develop a processes that ensure fulfillment of international standards.

Our team focus on being committed, by maintaining practical processes to ensure consistent results
and quality deliverables, abiding to the project timelines while we maintain the customer first cognizant
of the fact that customer requirements come first and we strive to always meet their needs. This is
reflected in our flexibility as an organization.

We believe in Continual Improvement of our services proves by internal review of our business
management system with the aim to continually improve business performance, processes and
services, to ensure optimal efficiency.

Our Mission

Be a consulted and collaborative partner with facility, health systems, healthcare professional and
government entities to deliver world-class care to our clients.

Our Vision

Help facility owners and healthcare professionals secure their future in the UAE.

Alpha Promise

Provide all the required services for any healthcare establishment effectively and efficiently with proven
better result

List Of Alpha health Group Careers(New Vacancies):

Job Title Location

Dental Assistant  Dubai

Clinical psychologist Dubai

 Dietician Dubai

Orthopedic Surgeon Dubai

Occupational therapist Dubai

Speech therapist Dubai
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Registered Nurse Dubai

Dental Lab Technician Dubai

Urology Dubai

School Nurse Dubai

Please share your CV on email (sahana@alphatsm.com) or (sihna@alphatsm.com)

How to Apply for Alpha health Group Careers:

If you have taken the decision to apply for Dubai jobs to change your lifestyle, and you are interested
to apply for any of the jobs above, then it’s very simple. Just click on the following button to upload
your resume (CV). Once you clicked it will take you to the main page of the above company’s website.
There, you will be able to apply for your favorite job.

Alpha health Group Careers

Click the following button to apply for Alpha health Group Careers. It will take you to the main website
of the Alpha health Group Careers There you will find a form to upload your CV. We wish you the 
best of luck.
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